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Abstract. In a photovoltaic power plant, cells and panels often work under non-standard conditions due to mismatch between
modules or due to non-uniform sun irradiation. These working conditions are at the origin of electrical and thermal stresses
creating hot spots that can go as far as the complete degradation of the module. In this contribution, we analyse the influence of
the combined electrical and thermal stresses generated under dark and light conditions on the electrical efficiency and functional
parameters of silicon based photovoltaic modules. To simulate the effect of the stress that can occur under standard working
conditions, various reverse currents were injected under various temperature levels and irradiation powers in standard low-power
commercial modules based on these experimental characterizations, changes in the efficiency and parameters of the cells and
modules exposed to shadow effects are compared to that in normal working mode. Based on punctual I-V measurements, the
characterization of the changes of the series and parallel resistances of PV modules produces good indicators of the aging, the
health and local degradations as hot spots and allows to evaluate the effect of electrical stress under a given temperature on the
performance of PV solar modules. Indeed, whatever is the temperature, the electrical stress created by a reverse current under
light induced greater changes in both series and parallel resistances than applied in dark. This work points the huge degradation
of performances of photovoltaic modules in abnormal working mode.
Keywords Solar Cell/Module, Photovoltaic, Electro-Thermal Stress, Shunt and Series Resistances, Dark and Light Conditions.

INTRODUCTION
In normal operation mode, solar photovoltaic (PV) modules convert the light energy coming from solar irradiation
into electrical energy with efficiency directly dependent of the nature of the constituting material of the cells and the
topology of the modules. Nevertheless, the maximum efficiency expected in normal operation mode is rarely
achieved as, in real mode; various external parameters modified the behaviour of the PV modules. The real mode
generally corresponds to a degraded working mode due to temperature and shading variations (e.g., snow, sand, tree,
or bird dung covering the surface of PV modules) or non-uniform illumination inducing stresses due to mismatches,
aging and local deterioration of the modules. This problem is more serious as the stressed cell must be considered as
an element of a module composed by a combination of series and parallel strings of cells. In this case, the stressed
cell can switch to a reverse operating mode leading to a huge power dissipation and thus to a thermal increase up to
the creation of burning effects localised in the considered cell. In worst cases, this overheating can induce
irreversible hot spots generating reverse current in the whole structure [1]. The solar cells that exhibited this hotspot
effect operate as charge in the photovoltaic module, which significantly reduces the conversion efficiency of the
entire PV panel creating local maximum power point, largely different of the expected global one. Within these
functional conditions, the combined effects due to the creation of a reverse current inducing an increase of the
temperature are known as the electro-thermal stresses of PV modules.
The purpose of this article is to understand the hot spot phenomenon by experimentally studying the electrical
parameters characteristics before and after a combined electro-thermal stresses, i.e. the influence of temperature on
the operation of PV modules due to a reverse current caused by hot spots. Various experiments were performed on

solar modules and the experimental results have been analysis using well-know models describing the electrical
functioning of a PV cell or module. We remember that these models are grouped into two families, the one-diode
models and the two-diode models families. Clearly, the two-diode model is the most complete and the allow a
highly precise analysis of the effects of electrical stresses and temperature variations on the characteristics and
parameters of the photovoltaic modules. Therefore, the two-diode model is used to analyze the results presented in
this paper.
The two-diode model associated to seven parameters is composed of two ideal diodes, a series resistance Rs and a
parallel shunt resistance Rsh, the other parameters being the voltages, the currents and the temperature [2].

FIGURE 1. Idealized equivalent circuit of a double exponential model [3]

To calculate the parameters, the experimentally I-V curves were introduced into specially designed software as
Matlab/Simulink that performs numerical calculations based on the double exponential model of a PN junction
formulated by the following equation: [3]
(1)
where: I represents the intensity of the total cell (A); IL represents the photocurrent ; I02 is the reverse saturation
current corresponding to generation and recombination of electrons and holes in the depletion region; I 01 is the
reverse saturation current corresponding to the diffusion and recombination of electrons and holes in the P and N
side, respectively; V is the output voltage, VT=KT/q is the thermal voltage, q is the elementary electron charge = 1.6
× 10−19 C, k is the Boltzmann constant =1.38 ×10-23 J/K, T is the absolute cell temperature, A is the ideality factor >1
and Rsh is the shunt resistance, Rs is the series resistance. [4]
Previous publications of our group explain the hotspot under other external and stress conditions [5-10]; they
focused on the following points:




I-V, C-V characteristics and parameters of PV solar modules under the influence of electrical stress.
I-V, C-V characteristics and parameters of PV solar modules under the influence of thermal stress.
I-V, C-V characteristics of PV solar modules under the influence of electro thermal stress.

In the ideal case, i.e. under theoretical and normal operating conditions and at ambient temperature, the series
resistance equals zero (Rs = 0) and the shunt parallel resistance should be infinite (R sh = ∞). But, to analyze the
influence of cell shading on the performance of the module, it is also important to determine and discuss the values
of the shunt and series resistances that can be measured by classical I-V measurements. Thus, the series resistance,
Rs mainly depends on the volume resistance of the semiconductor, the metal contacts and interconnections, the
carrier transport through the diffusing layer, the contact resistances with the metal parts of the electrodes. It has
small effect on the short-circuit current and can be determined from the I-V characteristics by the evaluation of
derivative near the open circuit voltage, Voc.

FIGURE 2. Influence of the series resistor Rs on I-V characteristics from Ref. [11]

This variation increase the value of the optimal point on I-V curves corresponding to the maximum power point
(MPP) with a small positive offset in the zone III where the module then functions as a voltage source. [12, 13]
The parallel resistance, Rsh is due to the impurities near the junction and to the fact that the PN junction in a
crystalline module is not ideal inducing a leakage current. It can be determined from the curve I-V by calculating the
derivative near Isc.

FIGURE 3. Influence of the shunt resistor Rsh on I-V characteristics from Ref. [14]

The variation of the shunt resistance increases the optimal point on I-V characteristic with a small positive offset in
zone I where the module works as a voltage source.
Therefore, the resistors act on the slope of the I-V characteristic then the values of the current and the maximum
voltage vary and affect the global efficiency of solar cell. In addition, their values are related to the structure and
technology of the cell and we notice here the importance of using cells with high quality materials, especially
materials that can stand high temperature and illumination as used in this study.

Even if this contribution focuses on the electrical parameters of PV modules with stresses, it is to be noted that a
leakage current in a cell will also induce a defect at the surface of the solar cell. We showed in Fig. 4 by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) that the surface of a stressed PV module can be burned inducing a degradation and a
separation of the silicon and protective oxide layers of the module. [6]

FIGURE 4. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) not burned and burned area [6]

Thus, the aims of this paper are the study of the effect of the hotspot phenomena on the performance of photovoltaic
modules, in real cases. For that purpose, as describe below, in the stressed phase, we applied an electrical reverse
current at various temperature in dark and under light conditions. In the characterization and modeling phase, we
compare the behaviors of Rsh and Rs as measured when the modules are illuminated or not (Measurements in dark of
with light). The results and discussion brings some responses to the origin of the decrease in the efficiency of panels
and modules in real conditions, it aims to contribute in the material and PV system performance analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
For studying the effect of the combined electro-thermal stresses, we present a series of experimental measurements
using a series of 3.8 V and 0.3W commercial photovoltaic modules with dimensions 60x60 mm. During this study,
the reverse current varied from 10 mA to 40 mA in steps of 10 mA, injected into the photovoltaic modules at various
temperature varying from 25°C to 100°C, by steps equal to 25°C, in dark and under light at 10klux. The electrical
parameters were measured under the same conditions by fixing the time interval to 10 minutes for each dose of
stress. This time interval was checked to be sufficient to achieve a saturation level corresponding to the induced
stress effect in the whole considered stress range.
This experimental study consists of two main parts corresponding to the creation of combined electro-thermal
stresses (SET). In the stress phase SET1, the stress is induced in a cell placed in dark condition and in the stress
phase SET2 the same stress is induced in the cell placed under light condition. After the both SET phases, the
electrical parameters were measured in dark (SET1-1, SET2-1) and under light (SET1-2, SET2-2). The experimental
procedure is summarized in figure 5.

FIGURE 5. Experimental Procedure

In all the following figures, the reference values of the parameters of the cell are considered for the virgin module
i.e. without reverse induced current and at ambient temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The values of the resistances Rsh and Rs are deduced from the experimental I-V characteristics then extracted from
the equation of the the two-diodes model through the dedicated Matlab program developed during this work. The
shunt resistance corresponds to the inverse of the slope of the linear part of the I-V characteristic in the reverse bias
case, and can be calculated as follow:
(2)
Where: Isc is the short circuit current, V and I is the voltage and current obtained experimentally.
In a previous publication by Zaraket et al. [10], we have given all necessary details about the parameters of the
studied PV modules, which are the same that those studied in the current contribution. In Ref. [10], we have also
presented the I-V characteristics under stress and focalized the previous analyzed on the consequences of the
stresses on the hotspot heating.
In Figs 6 and 7, we plot the changes in the shunt and series resistances, respectively, with the temperature for
different values of combined electro-thermal stresses under dark and light conditions (corresponding to the notations
SET1 and SET2 in Fig. 5) based on the I-V characteristics determined in dark (SET1-1 and SET2-1) and under light
(SET1-2 and SET2-2) and as detailed in Ref. [10]. In Figs. 6 and 7, the values of Rsh and Rs without stress are also
represented by a point at room temperature. It is to be noted that the temperature considered in Figs. 6 and 7
correspond to the temperature of the module during the experimental stress step, and that the measurements were
done at room temperature.

FIGURE 6.a. Rsh = fct (T) SET1 corresponding to the electro-thermal stress induced in dark condition,
measurements in dark and under light.

FIGURE 6.b. Rsh = fct (T) SET2 corresponding to the electro-thermal stress induced under light condition,
measurements in dark and under light.

At first, we analyzed the general shape of the Rsh behavior as observed in both Figs. 6. We notice in both Figs. 6 an
initial huge decrease of Rsh immediately when an electric stress (SET1 and SET2) is applied as notice by the
difference between the upper point (green point) and the origin of the various characteristics. We also notice that the
shunt resistance decreases with the intensity of the reverse current and with the temperature whatever the external
lighting conditions when the stresses are applied (Figs 6.a and 6.b) and also whatever the external lighting
conditions during the measurements (in dark or under light). Nevertheless, whatever were the stress conditions for

the light, Rsh measured in dark (SET1-1 and SET2-1) is always greater than this measured under light (SET2-1 and
SET2-2).
By else, always with a comparison of results presented in both Figs. 6, we notice that R sh measured after a stress in
dark conditions SET1 (Fig. 6.a) is always greater than this measured after a stress induced under light SET2 (Fig
6.b). The differences between Fig. 6.a and Fig. 6.b enlighten the straightforward contribution of the photocurrent in
the internal conduction and damage process that occur in a semi-conductor photovoltaic junction. This decrease,
closely linked to the I-V characteristics behavior [10] can be considered as the signature of an increase, for a part of
the leakage current at the surface of PV module. This interpretation is fully justified by the creation with the inverse
current of defects at the surface of the cell, as observed in the SEM photos of Fig.4, due to an increase of the
temperature with the intensity of the reverse current. By else, the origin of the decrease of the shunt resistance can
be found in the creation and evolution of deep defects into the junction, straightforwardly linked to the increase of
the leakage current as function of the stress.
Now, with the same light conditions in the stress phase, as example, in Fig. 6.a, in the temperature studied range,
after an electrical stress induced from 25°C to 100°C in dark conditions, the measurements of the relative variations
of Rsh of the module is 72% when measurements are done in dark and 83% when they are done under light. This
difference points that the defects created by the stress are more active under light than in dark conditions during the
measurement phase. In both experimental conditions, in dark or under light, we can see that a change of 75° induce
a variation of Rsh of about the same amplitude that the variation that will be induce by a change in the reverse
current of 30mA.
Within the same approach, the series resistance was measured from the reverse of the slope at the high voltages of
the I-V characteristics, and can be calculated as follow:
(3)
We remember that Voc is the open circuit voltage, V and I is the voltage and current experimentally obtained.
Following the same description procedure as for Rsh, in Figs. 6, with start the analysis of the influence of the stress
on Rs by the description of the common behavior observed in both Figs 7, before and after electro-thermal stress
induced in dark (SET1) and under light (SET2) conditions. When an electric stress is applied, Rs immediately
decreases as shown by the difference of the upper point (green point) and the origin of all characteristics. After this
initial decrease, Rs continues to decrease with the intensity of the thermal stress in both lighting measurement
conditions. In the same way, Rs always decreases with the intensity of the reverse current whatever the temperature
and whatever the light conditions during the stress phase. Moreover, Rs measured in dark conditions (SET1-1 and
SET1-2) is always higher than this measured under light condition in both cases (SET2-1 and SET2-2) (Figs 7.a
and 7.b).
The variation of Rs after stress in dark SET1 (Figs 7.a) is greater than this induces under light condition SET2 (Figs
7.b) pointing, here also, the influence of the photocurrent in the conduction properties of the photovoltaic junction.
By else, for measurements under dark condition, when the temperature varied from 25°C to 100°C, the measurement
of the relative variations of Rs is 15% whatever are the initial electrical stresses conditions (10, 20, 30, 40mA). This
relative variation of Rs shows that the temperature amplifies the effect of the electrical stress, that can be explained
by a greater increase in the number of deep defects in the junction at high temperature than at ambiant.
Finally, it is important to remember that in real situation, punctual damage in a photovoltaic module is created by an
internal defect appearing due to aging or mismatches in the photovoltaic properties along the whole surface or
created by a local dark zone due to external phenomena as shadows or stains at the origin of the increase of the
electric and thermal stresses when the panel or module is globally under solar illumination. Thus, in our
experiments, the stresses measured under light are the most closer to the real situation.

FIGURE 7.a. Rs = fct (T) SET1 corresponding to the electro-thermal stress induced in dark condition,
measurements in dark and under light.

FIGURE 7.b. Rs = fct (T) SET2 corresponding to the electro-thermal stress induced light condition,
measurements in dark and under light.

Thus, we have shown that the determination of the decreases of the resistances of a module can be a good indicator
of the level of stress he endured. By else, we have shown the large influence of the stress on the efficiency of a
module, and that its consideration has to be taken into account in the design of such energetic systems. It is to be
noted that this consideration is generally considered by manufacturers of PV modules with the integration of bypass
diodes [15] adding safety precautions against the occurrence of hot spots resulting from the influence of temperature
and reverse currents [16,17].

CONCLUSION
The electrical parameters of PV solar modules were studied considering the behavior of the series and parallel
resistances before and after an electrical stress induced at various temperatures in dark (SET1) and under light
(SET2) conditions and finally also determined after measurements in dark (SET1-1 and SET2-1) and under light
(SET1-2 and SET2-2) .
In this contribution, we have shown the huge influence of the thermal, electrical and electro-thermal stresses (SET)
in the change of the resistances of the module.
Whatever is the temperature, the electrical stress created by a reverse current under light induced greater changes in
both series and parallel resistances than applied in dark. This effect is interpreted by the role of the photocurrent in
the conduction process in a photovoltaic junction these results were clearly seen by comparing the shunt and series
resistances in dark and under light conditions. Indeed, the photocurrent decreases the shunt resistance i.e. the
leakage current increases and produces some burnt and destroyed zones in the module.
Practically, it is important to analyse the effect of reverse current under temperature for both cases and applied this
experimental methodology for solar cells, arrays, and even a farm of arrays creating a photovoltaic solar generator.
We have shown that based on punctual I-V measurements during the life of a module, the characterization of the
changes of the series and parallel resistances produces good indicators of the aging, the health and local
degradations as hot spots and allows to evaluate the effect of electrical stress under a given temperature on the
performance of PV solar modules.
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